
 Felt Machine Applique

We are using a lot of Bamboo Felt in our applique quilts recently. We love it! It 

washes beautifully, the colors are amazing, the edges do not have to be turned 

under, it creates a cool texture, we could go on like this all day. We think you will 

love it too! So we are going to share with you our favorite method to applique 

with felt, it is super simple, so we know you can do it. 

I decided that my little one needed a new Lovie Doll for Valentines, so I am going 

to that is what I am working on in the tutorial. We will post the full pattern for the 

Lovie Doll, later in the week if you want to make one too!

You will need:

Your felt, plus the background whether it is more felt or regular cotton

serrated scissors

Invisible thread (we like Superior the best)

your sewing machine with regular thread in the bobbin (your machine must be 



able to sew a zig-zag).

A sharpie pen

Heat N Bond Lite (the Lite is very important, the regular is too stiff)

An Iron

Getting Started: 

I am going to show this method on a heart. Trace you applique pattern onto the 

Heat N Bond Lite, the side that looks like paper with your sharpie. You will not 

add a seam allowance. Now cut the heart out of the paper leaving a little excess 

of the Heat N Bond Lite around the trace line. Now using your iron, press the non-

paper side to your felt until it sticks evenly. 

We LOVE the serrated scissors for cutting felt, they are much better! Using your 

scissors, cut the heart out on the sharpie line. Cutting your shape with the Heat N 

Bond attached will give you a much cleaner edge. 



Once your shape is cut out completely, peel the paper off. Now place the shiny 

side (formerly paper) down on to your background and press it into place with 

your iron. Make sure it is adhered evenly. Sometimes, I will flip the background 

and press from the back to make sure it is down really well.



Here is my little face with everything ironed into place, including my heart. Now I 

am going to show you how I stitch it into place. But if you were in a really big 

hurry, you could just leave it as it. It is held down permanently with the Heat N 

Bond. I think the stitching does give it a nicer finish and makes it more durable so 

I am going to stitch.

You will change your thread to the invisible thread, but not in your bobbin! Keep 

your bobbin as it is normally. Choose a simple zig-zag stitch, that is very small, 

and as wide as it is long. You will want it to jump on and off of your applique. On 

my machine I use a 1.5 X 1.0 but each machine will differ. Once you find the 

perfect size, write it down so you don't forget! You will also want to drop your 

stitch tension down a few numbers. Also if you have a needle down option, it is 

very helpful when turning around edges, so turn that on. 

Now start stitching your applique down with the zig-zag stitch, you will want the 

stitch to just barely catch the applique on the inside and just off the edge on the 

outside (see images below). I have also shown a picture of the back so you can 

see the stitching better.





That's it! So simple! We think this method gives a really pretty result with not 

very much effort. 

We hope this helps you!

This tutorial is courtesy of the Piper's Girls

we blog at www.pipersgirls.com

Quick Tip! If you are using circles in your patterns, a regular scrap booking paper 

punch will go through your felt and Heat N Bond to create quick and perfect little 

circles!!!

P.S. We always use National Non Woven's Wool felt , they are our FAVE!

http://www.pipersgirls.com/

